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Via Facsimile and U.S. Mail 

 

Dear Mr. Carlson, 

 

Thank you for your letter. 

 

Unfortunately your response on behalf of Chief Financial Officer Sink raises more troubling questions than 

it answers. 

 

While I am aware that legal technicalities limit the CFO Sink’s ability to regulate certain industries, there is 

no limit on what she can do with the bully pulpit she commands as Florida’s top economic watchdog.  

 

As a candidate for Chief Financial Officer, CFO Sink promised, “as the person who is responsible for 

running the business of the state, then I will be able to ask the tough questions about any aspect of state 

government. Whether it is auditing departments, or calling for accounting reforms, or looking at the way 

we invest our money, or our insurance issues, almost anything that involves money in the state of Florida is 

my responsibility as Chief Financial Officer, and I can assure you that I am going to ask the tough 

questions.”  

 

Despite her assurances, it took an investigation by a newspaper to ask the tough questions about the plight 

of our mortgage industry in Florida. Sadly, The Miami Herald’s investigation into the rampant fraud which 

exists in Florida’s mortgage industry is proof positive that CFO Sink has not been asking the tough 

questions. 

 

As Florida’s Chief Financial Officer, CFO Sink has the authority to call for audits, independent 

investigations, and, as you pointed out in your letter, “the authority to hire and fire the commissioner” 

through her role on the Financial Services Commission. As a member of the cabinet and a statewide elected 

official, CFO Sink also has the power to command media attention and focus scrutiny on important causes 

and issues. 

 

The Miami Herald reported that “Saxon conceded his department did not abide by a 2006 law that required 

it to screen mortgage broker license applicants for federal crimes until March 2008. In the first 11 months 

of 2007, more than 10,000 applicants got licenses without the federal check. That includes at least one 

convicted bank robber and a man who was sentenced to prison for money laundering.”  
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Asking for Mr. Saxon’s resignation after all of this has been revealed, and after untold Floridians have been 

defrauded is the very definition of “too little, too late.” 

 

This past year I sponsored legislation (CS/HB 743) to implement harsh penalties against anyone who 

commits mortgage fraud. Throughout my efforts to pass this important legislation, the strictest of its kind in 

our state’s history, I received zero input from your office or from Chief Financial Officer Sink.  

 

In fact, I can’t remember any action by your office to address mortgage fraud, aside from a few press 

releases. 

 

Interestingly enough, one of the releases I recall was an announcement of an arrest in a mortgage fraud 

case, which was the result of a joint operation between the Division of Insurance Fraud and the Office of 

Financial Regulation. It seems that despite your explanation to the contrary, there are circumstances in 

which CFO Sink can in fact take credit for the actions of the Office of Financial Regulation. 

 

CFO Sink once said, “the CFO runs the business of the state…and also has to know how people have the 

opportunity maybe to cheat and to defraud, and so as CFO, I will be very aggressive about asking the right 

questions…” 

 

The breathtaking failure of the Office of Financial Regulation to protect the people of Florida from fraud is 

the kind of event which deepens Floridians’ cynicism and their distrust in politicians. What too many 

politicians and bureaucrats often forget is that when they don't do their jobs, it's the people whom they are 

supposed to serve that end up being hurt.   

 

Instead of spending her and your efforts in explaining legal technicalities as to why CFO Sink should not 

be held accountable for the inaction of those who report to her, CFO Sink and her office would be better 

served by acting quickly and forcefully to fulfill her promises to ask the tough questions and protect 

Floridians from fraud. 

 

I believe this situation presents us all with an opportunity to act quickly and responsibly to address 

mortgage fraud in Florida, and to restore confidence in our mortgage industry. I look forward to working 

with CFO Sink and your office to that end. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

Carlos Lopez-Cantera 

 

 

Cc: The Honorable Alex Sink, Chief Financial Officer 

 The Honorable Marco Rubio, Speaker 

 


